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This information can be expressed in a matrix as follows:
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Definition: A matrix is an ordered rectangular array of numbers or functions. 
The numbers or functions are called the elements or the entries of the 
matrix.

Matrices are denoted by capital letters.

Order of a matrix

A matrix having m rows and n columns is called a matrix of order 

For the purpose of our sessions, we will assume that all entries of the 
matrices are real numbers.

Observe that the total number of elements in a matrix is the product of 
number of rows and number of columns of the matrix.



Types of matrices

column matrix:

 row matrix:

square matrix:

diagonal matrix:



scalar matrix:

identity matrix:

zero matrix:

Addition of matrices

For addition to be well-defined both matrices should be of the same order.



Multiplication of a matrix by a scaler

Negative of a matrix: 

Difference of matrices:

Multiplication of matrices

Number of columns of first matrix must be equal to the 
number of rows of second matrix for the multiplication be 

well-defined.

The number of rows of the resulting matrix is equal to the number of 
rows of the first matrix.
The number of columns of the resulting matrix is equal to the 
number of columns of the second matrix .



Note that if AB is defined that does not mean BA will be well-defined.

Transpose of a matrix

(2xu) + (5x 40)I& ] "[so u]= s (8x4) + 10x40
·[ 28 ]

Also
,
ABABA for most cases.

z. A = [% ] and B= [0, :]
then AB= [0 %] and BA = 190]

But,

for A : [: 2) and B =

<30 4] ,
AB= BA = [88]

A =(3 -3==> A = /3 ]3x2-25
2x3

Notation : A or A'
-



Properties of transpose of a matrix







Session 1 questions

Q1. Consider a quadrilateral ABCD with vertices A(1,0), B(3,2), C(1,3) 
and D(-1,2). Represent this information in matrix form.

Q2- If a matrix has 8 elements, what are the possible orders it can have?

Q3- Construct a matrix whose elements are given by 

Q4- Find the values of x, y, z for which

Q5- Find 2A-B if 

Q6- Find AB if

Q7- Find for matrices in Q6.



Session 1 solutions

Sol.1-

Sol. 2-

Sol. 3-

Sol. 4-

Sol. 6-

Sol. 5-

Sol. 7- 


